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VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR

Featuring music from
A Passage To India

Never On Sunday
Ryan’s Daughter

A Fistful Of Dollars
Wuthering Heights

Rear Window
Chinatown

… and many more!
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Conductor David Firman . Royal Philharmonic OrchestraConductor David Firman . Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
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1 Key Largo (1948) – Suite
Max Steiner (1888-1971), arr. Charles Gerhardt 
(reconstructed by S.R. Bernstein)

Max Steiner was one of the most prolific and influential composers of Hollywood’s
Golden Age. Born in Vienna in 1888 his musical background was as an arranger,
orchestrator and conductor of operettas and musicals in Europe and the USA, 
where he relocated to in 1914. Perhaps more than anyone else it was Steiner who
established the rich, romantic orchestral style, as well as many of the techniques 
for using music in motion pictures, that dominated film music in this era and 
well beyond. 

Although his career lasted over 30 years and spanned some 300 films, including King
Kong and Gone with the Wind, it is for his long association with Warner Brothers,
whose famous fanfare he composed in 1937, that he will be best remembered. 

Key Largo was one of Humphrey Bogart’s most successful films at Warner, reuniting
him once again with director John Huston, both of whom had gained their big break
in 1941 with The Maltese Falcon. This claustrophobic crime drama gets the full
Steiner treatment, with a lush, highly atmospheric score that typifies the style of both
the studio and the composer. The arrangement featured here was created by Charles
Gerhardt, whose pioneering series of ‘Classic Film Scores’ recordings in the 1970s
did much to revive interest in the film music of the Golden Age of Hollywood.

2 Ryan’s Daughter (1970) – Rosy’s Theme
Maurice Jarre (1924-2009)

Ryan’s Daughter is set in a small seaside village in Ireland during the immediate
aftermath of the Easter Rising of 1916. The story revolves around Rosy Ryan (Sarah

Miles), daughter of publican Thomas (Leo McKern) who is secretly an informer to the
British authorities. Rosy marries teacher Charles Shaughnessy (Robert Mitchum);
however she has an affair with a British Major (Christopher Jones) which has
disastrous consequences. The drama is set against the spectacular backdrop of the
County Kerry coastline; evocative landscapes being a particular forté of David Lean’s
cinematography.

This was the third film that Maurice Jarre scored for David Lean. After the sweeping
epics of Lawrence of Arabia (1962) and Doctor Zhivago (1965), the drama of Ryan’s
Daughter is of a more domestic nature. In ‘Rosy’s Theme’, Jarre responds with a
breezy melody, enhanced by the use of the flute, which represents Rosy’s flighty
nature and her dreams of greater things than can be supplied by her claustrophobic
life in the village. It is instantly memorable and its vivacious quality adds immeasurably
to our understanding of Rosy’s character.

3 Walk On The Wild Side (1962) – Suite
Elmer Bernstein (1922-2004)
Tenor Saxophone: Howard McGill

Elmer Bernstein (no relation to Leonard), was a prolific and fabulously talented
composer. His long career stretched from the 1950s to just prior to his death in
2004. He could write music for a wide variety of film genres from Westerns to
comedies, each score possessing his own indelible signature.

Bernstein was at the height of his powers in the 1960s. By 1962 he had already
secured Academy Award Nominations for Summer and Smoke, To Kill a Mockingbird
and The Magnificent Seven. Set in a bordello in New Orleans, Walk on the Wild Side
(1962) was a world away from the heroics of Yul Brynner and his crew. 
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Bernstein produced a brassy, up-tempo, propulsive score laden with trumpets,
saxophone and percussion. Its jazz stylings were in keeping with the home of jazz,
New Orleans, but given a hard-edged, contemporary sound. Some of the film’s most
evocative moments are contained in the title sequences - Saul Bellow’s depiction of a
shadowy black tom cat stalking through the city produces a perfect synthesis of
visuals and music. In conjunction with lyricist Mack David, Bernstein would win an
Academy Award for the title song, which used material from the main theme.

4 A Fistful Of Dollars (1964) – Main Theme
Ennio Morricone (1928-), arr. Brian Gascoigne
Trumpet: Mike Allen. Cor Anglais: Leila Ward

A Fistful of Dollars, Sergio Leone’s ground-breaking ‘spaghetti western’ represents a
seismic shift in the development of the genre. No longer was the distinction between
good and bad as clearly delineated.  Unlike the clean-cut Shane, The Man With No
Name was a morally ambiguous character; in it for the dollars as much as for dealing
out justice to the baddies. This taciturn anti-hero was Clint Eastwood’s breakthrough
role into cinema and aspects of the character would go on to influence his later roles
in the Western genre, as well as in the Dirty Harry movies.

Ennio Morricone’s music for this and for the other two films in the ‘Dollars’ trilogy (For
A Few Dollars More, The Good the Bad and the Ugly) was equally ground-breaking.
Dispensing with the grand, uplifting Coplandesque themes of previous Western
scores, Morricone evoked Leone’s blood-soaked landscapes through the use of
violent dissonances and exotic instrumentation that included an electric guitar. This
arrangement opens with the quietly pulsing strings and plaintive oboe of ‘For A Few
Dollars More’ before the trumpet builds the theme to its grand climax. It then segues
into the memorable and evocative title theme with its punching strings and brass,
shrill piccolo, whip-cracks and the ominous tolling of the funeral bell.

5–9 Rear Window (1957) – A Suite In 5 Parts (Prelude; Rhumba; 
Lisa – Intermezzo; Ballet; Lisa – Finale)
Franz Waxman (1906-1967), arr. Christopher Palmer, orch. Leonid Raab
Trumpet: Mike Allen. Alto Saxophone: Kyle Horch

By the mid-1950s director Alfred Hitchcock was at his peak, with a stream of
masterpieces including North by Northwest, Vertigo and Rear Window, premièred in
1954. Here James Stewart stars as a photographer confined to a wheelchair who
becomes convinced that a murder has been committed in an apartment opposite. The
intensity of the drama, restricted largely to one huge apartment block set, is tempered
by the music of Franz Waxman, a true Hollywood great, and one of the few
composers to win an Academy Award for Best Score two years running - in 1950
(Sunset Boulevard) and 1951 (A Place in the Sun). 

Waxman’s score for Rear Window was actually a brilliant and carefully choreographed
collection of popular songs and melodies designed to provide a backdrop to the
action. In addition to the conventional film accompaniment, much of the score is
intended to serve as diegetic background music heard in the apartment complex.
Waxman proved to be one of the most adept exponents of incorporating popular
music and jazz idioms into film scores, and by the 1950s studios were increasingly
looking for hit tunes to help promote their movies. Therefore the score is a brilliant
amalgam of well-known songs and themes – almost forty in fact – but also includes
the song ‘Lisa’, composed by Waxman. 

The eighth track on this disc, the ‘Ballet’, also contains a quotation from A Place in
the Sun. Curiously, this particular piece of music also bears a striking resemblance to
part of the second movement of Dmitri Shostakovich’s Eleventh Symphony, the West
Coast première of which Waxman conducted in 1958. Yet, the original Waxman
score was composed seven years earlier and the film was never shown in the Soviet
Union – a co-incidence that Waxman found highly amusing.
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10 Never On Sunday (1960) – Main Theme
Manos Hadjidakis (1925-1994), arr. Roland Shaw

Manos Hadjidakis was one of the most prominent Greek composers to emerge after
the Second World War. His career steered a careful balance between art and popular
music, with successes on both sides of the artistic divide. His numerous film scores
and songs, on the other hand, effortlessly combined both idioms. The most
internationally renowned music he wrote in the soundtrack genre was for the 1960
Greek film Pote tin Kyriaki (Never On Sunday).

Set in the Greek port of Piraeus, Never On Sunday tells the story of a prostitute, Ilya,
played by Melina Mercouri, and an American classical scholar, Homer Thrace (Jules
Dassin), who thinks he can change her life for the better. The main theme of the
score, in the form of the song ‘Never On Sunday’ became a smash hit around the
world and earned the composer an Academy Award for Best Song. 

Today the ‘Main Theme’ from Never On Sunday is one of the most instantly
recognisable pieces of Greek music, along with ‘Zorba the Greek’ by Mikis
Theodorakis. It is heard in many diverse arrangements, from solo bouzouki to full
symphony orchestra. The music vividly encapsulates the heroine’s carefree character
and love of life.

11 Shane (1953) – Call Of The Faraway Hills
Victor Young (1900-1956), arr. Derek Wadsworth

Victor Young trained as a concert violinist and, prior to the First World War, studied at
the prestigious Warsaw Conservatory of Music. From the 1920s he made the
transition from classical to popular music, arranging and performing for radio and
theatre and conducting movie orchestras. Young wrote numerous songs which include

standards such as ‘Stella By Starlight’, ‘Golden Earrings’ and ‘When I Fall In Love’. In
1935 he joined Paramount Pictures and went on to compose over 300 film scores.

Shane (1953), starring Alan Ladd as the eponymous gun slinging hero and Jean
Arthur as Marion Starrett, is the archetypal Western; a classic of the genre. Forced into
the middle of a dispute between homesteaders and evil landowner Emile Meyer (Rufus
Ryker), Shane must confront both Meyer’s hired killer Jack Wilson (Jack Palance) and
his own violent past. Like other great Western scores that were to follow, Young’s
music encapsulates the rugged heroism of the genre. The defining moment in the film
is when the (mortally?) wounded Shane rides off towards the far horizon. As ‘Call Of
The Faraway Hills’ plays out, Marion’s son Joey (Brandon De Wilde) cries in anguish
‘Come back Shane’. Such was the popularity of ‘Call Of The Faraway Hills’ it was
used again as the theme music for the subsequent 1960s television series.

12-13 The Lost Weekend (1945) – Suite (Prelude / New York 
Skyline / Alcohol / Love Theme; The Walk & Finale)
Miklós Rózsa (1907-1995), arr. Christopher Palmer

The story of the making of The Lost Weekend, released in 1945, is almost as
dramatic as that of the alcoholic writer that it depicts. Billy Wilder’s film received an
extremely hostile reception on its preview screening, thanks to its first score which
initially suggested a comedy rather than the piercing psychological drama that
followed. Miklós Rózsa, who had scored a previous Wilder film, the thriller Double
Indemnity, re-wrote the music and it was this version of the film that would then go
on to receive great acclaim.

After the dramatic flourish of the ‘Prelude’ over the title credits, the camera pans
across the New York skyline, accompanied by a gentler rendering of the theme,
before settling on a close up of an apartment window. It is here that we are first
confronted with the main issue of the film – alcoholism, in the form of a whiskey
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bottle hanging from a rope outside. Writer Don Birnam (Ray Milland) is supposed to
be on the straight and narrow, but he is still secretly drinking; the discovery of which
is a blow to both his brother Wick (Philip Terry) and his girlfriend Helen (Jane Wyman). 

Don’s descent into alcoholic madness over the next few days is chillingly depicted 
by the music, for example during the harrowing scene when Don makes his
dishevelled way up Third Avenue (‘The Walk’), desperately trying to pawn his
typewriter for drink. For the nightmarish alcohol itself, Rózsa uses the glassy tones 
of the electronic Theremin to great effect. The ‘Love Theme’, in its swooning
immensity, offers the hope of redemption for the fallen writer. The last piece in this
Suite, the ‘Finale’, gives a glorious recapitulation, rising to an impressive crescendo 
in the closing bars. Nominated for an Academy Award for The Lost Weekend, 
Rózsa was actually beaten by himself. His equally impressive music to Hitchcock’s
Spellbound took the honours that year.

14 Wuthering Heights (1939) – Cathy’s Theme
Alfred Newman (1901-1970), arr. Christopher Palmer

Alfred Newman was the great doyen of the Golden Age of Hollywood film music and
one of a composing dynasty – brothers Emil and Lionel, sons David and Thomas, and
nephew Randy, are also all successful film composers. Winner of an unparalleled nine
Oscars, Newman crafted an amazing and diverse body of work. Perhaps his single
most famous piece of music is the 20th Century Fox Fanfare, but he was also
responsible for such classic scores as How Green Was My Valley (1941), All About Eve
(1950) and the biblical epics, The Robe (1953) and The Greatest Story Ever Told (1965).

The score for the 1939 adaptation of Wuthering Heights, featuring Laurence Olivier as
Heathcliff and Merle Oberon as Cathy, proved to be another artistic success for
Newman. Although it ‘only’ secured an Academy Award Nomination it features some
of the composer’s finest music. ‘Cathy’s Theme’ takes the form of a serenade and for
inspiration it draws heavily on Wagner’s Siegfried Idyll. This is particularly evident at a

number of places, with some almost direct quotations from Wagner’s work. Newman
deftly weaves the sweet and yearning music with immense skill, and ‘Cathy’s Theme’
is a worthy representative of the pathos laden music typically given to romantic
heroines of this era.

15 Captains Courageous (1937) – Suite
Franz Waxman (1906-1967), arr. Christopher Palmer, orch. Leonid Raab

Franz Waxman’s seven-year contract with Metro-Goldwyn Mayer came on the back
of a short period at Universal which had first introduced the young German-Jewish
émigré to Hollywood. During his highly successful time with MGM he scored a
number of classic movies, including Hitchcock’s Rebecca (1940) and Captains
Courageous (1937), featuring the legendary Spencer Tracey.

Captains Courageous, based on Rudyard Kipling’s popular novel, is a coming of 
age story. Spoilt boy Harvey Cheyne (Freddie Bartholomew) falls overboard from a
cruise ship off the Newfoundland Grand Banks. Rescued by Portuguese fisherman
Manuel (Tracey), he is taken aboard a fishing vessel. Befriending Manuel, Harvey
learns important lessons of life through his work aboard the ship. Tragedy strikes
when the fisherman dies in an accident and Harvey mourns his passing. Through his
experiences the boy becomes a more mature person. Waxman’s exhilarating score
has suitably ‘courageous’ fanfares, jaunty hornpipe-like rhythms and quiet reflective
moments scored for strings. Tambourines and a Latin theme depict the character of
Manuel. 

16 A Passage To India (1984) – Adela’s Theme (End Titles) 
Maurice Jarre (1924-2009)

A Passage to India was acclaimed British director David Lean’s swan song. Lean 
had not made a film since the critically maligned Ryan’s Daughter in 1970 but his
depiction of E.M. Forster’s masterpiece proved to be a spectacular come-back. 
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The French composer, Maurice Jarre, had scored all of Lean’s movies since
Lawrence of Arabia (1962).

Set in the twilight of the British Raj, A Passage to India examines the growing rift
between the imperial power and burgeoning Indian nationalism. This is done within
the context of a British travelling party of two women, Mrs Moore (Dame Peggy
Ashcroft) and Adela Quested (Judy Davies) and hinges on a traumatic event that
Adela experiences in the Marabar Caves. In Jarre’s Academy Award winning score
(actually performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra on the film’s soundtrack),
the composer deftly articulates the cultural and political divisions within the film.
‘Adela’s Theme’ is a lightly swinging piece scored for woodwinds, harp and strings; it
is redolent of popular salon music of the 1920s and builds towards an exuberant
finale. It also tips a nod to the work of important British light composers such as
Albert Ketèlbey and Eric Coates. 

17-22 Chinatown (1974) – Suite (Main Title; The Last Of Ida; 
The Wrong Clue; The Last Of Ida (Part 2); Noah Cross; End Titles)
Jerry Goldsmith (1929-2004)
Trumpet: Mike Allen

Chinatown is a remarkable achievement. Paying homage to the classic film noir
thrillers of the 1940s and 50s, such as John Huston’s The Maltese Falcon, director
Roman Polanski made a film that successfully re-invented the genre for the 1970s.
Jack Nicholson turned in one of the finest performances of his career, as the private
eye J.J. ‘Jake’ Gittes in 1930s Los Angeles. Gittes is hired to spy on Hollis Mulwray
by a woman claiming to be his wife Evelyn. This woman turns out to be an imposter,
Ida, and the real Evelyn, played by Faye Dunaway, meets Gittes and threatens a
lawsuit. Mulwray is soon discovered drowned and Gittes becomes involved in a
murky world of violence and corruption, one that involves Evelyn’s father, Noah Cross
(John Huston). 

The Chinatown score is arguably Jerry Goldsmith’s masterpiece. Eschewing a lush
orchestral sound, Goldsmith’s core original instrumentation consisted of the unusual
combination of four pianos, four harps, string orchestra, percussion and solo
trumpet. The ‘Main Title’ (‘Love Theme’) is the standout track here - set against the
sliding glissandi of the strings, the solitary trumpet weaves a mournful elegy before
the strings open out to a fuller sound at the close. The leitmotif from the ‘Love
Theme’ then recurs in ‘The Last of Ida (Part One)’. ‘The Wrong Clue’ features a dark
motif on strings which suddenly explodes with piano and percussion. ‘The Last of Ida
(Part Two)’ opens dissonantly, again with piano and percussion, before the return of
the solo trumpet. ‘Noah Cross’, the fifth selection in the suite, is a brief and edgy
tone portrait. The ‘End Titles’ returns back to the ‘Main Theme’ for the final time,
before fading away. Goldsmith draws upon many avant-garde influences in this
masterly score, including that of the Hungarian composer Béla Bartók in such works
as Music for Strings, Percussion and Celeste and the Sonata for Two Pianos and
Percussion. Chinatown was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Music Score
but lost out to Nino Rota’s music for The Godfather Part II. 

23 The Gunfight At The O.K. Corral (1957)
– Ballad 
Dimitri Tiomkin (1894-1979), arr. Christopher Palmer

Four Academy Awards and twenty-four further nominations bear witness to Dimitri
Tiomkin’s standing in Hollywood history, and, on winning his third Oscar in 1955, he
famously thanked European composers including Brahms, Beethoven and Wagner in
a departure from traditional acceptance speeches. His musical career began in his
native Russia, studying in St. Petersburg with Alexander Glazunov. Following periods
in Berlin and Paris, where he befriended George Gershwin, he began his Hollywood
career in 1931. After several years of often uncredited work in Hollywood, he finally
got his big break with Frank Capra in 1937 on the Oscar-nominated Lost Horizon –
although the film’s nomination for Best Original Score still went to Morris Stoloff, Head
of the Music Department at Columbia Pictures.
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His highly distinctive style was perfectly suited to John Sturges’ 1957 film featuring Burt
Lancaster as Wyatt Earp and Kirk Douglas as Doc Holliday and based around the real-life
Gunfight At The O.K. Corral of 1881. The theme song, the tune of which can be heard in
the ‘Ballad’ recorded here, was sung by Frankie Laine in the original film – one of several
memorable Western movie and television title songs he recorded in the 1950s, including
‘Rawhide’ and ‘3:10 to Yuma’. Tiomkin was no stranger to hit theme songs for Westerns
either, having already won two Oscars for High Noon in 1952. 

Notes by David Rees and Jeremy Wilkinson

David Firman
Conductor

David Firman studied at Trinity College London, and
Magdalene College Cambridge before going on to
conduct the original West End productions of Jesus
Christ Superstar, Evita, Cats, Chicago, Godspell, The
Pirates of Penzance, Singin’ in the Rain, Dancin’, Children

of Eden, Metropolis, Andy Capp, Annie Get Your Gun, La
Cage aux Folles, Carousel and The Phantom of the Opera. In

parallel with this David Firman pursued a career as a
keyboardist/synthesiser player. As such he can be heard on the soundtracks of films
such as Batman, Return of the Jedi (Star Wars™), Superman, Supergirl, Medicine
Man, Basic Instinct, Total Recall, Not Without My Daughter, Tombstone, and DARYL. 

David Firman has now conducted many of the UK’s leading orchestras, including the
London Symphony Orchestra, London Philharmonic Orchestra and BBC Concert

Orchestra, in addition to orchestras in Australia, Singapore, Bangkok, Beijing,
Stockholm, Hannover, Rouen, and Tokyo. He is Principal Guest Conductor with the
Danish Radio Sinfonietta, and a regular visiting conductor with the Royal Danish
Opera. He was also commissioned to compose and conduct a new score for 
the Royal Danish Ballet, which was subsequently recorded for DVD and 
television transmission. 

In particular David Firman has enjoyed a long and happy partnership with the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra; together they have given many performances at the Royal
Albert Hall in London, along with summer concerts at the Hampton Court Palace 
and the Henley festivals, and numerous recordings, including a recent revisiting of 
the Rodgers and Hammerstein canon.

David Firman has a particular interest in film music and its diverse and constantly
changing repertoire. His early studio experiences, especially with Jerry Goldsmith,
proved invaluable in his subsequent work as an orchestral studio conductor. 
The innovation and originality of the genre have been for him been an on-going
fascination. 

David Firman comments on this recording:
“This Golden Age Of Hollywood 4 recording project gave an opportunity for both 
the Orchestra and conductor to flex their muscles and engage with heroic stoicism
and soaring melodies (Key Largo), intimate romance (Wuthering Heights), crisp 
jazz fragments (Rear Window), colourful hedonism (Never on a Sunday), wistful
remembrance (Shane) and bleak dark irony (Chinatown, The Lost Weekend). 
The recording sessions were memorable not just for the intensity of the work 
and versatility required, but also (and more especially) for the pleasure felt by all 
in rediscovering classic, characterful, idiosyncratic and magical music.”

www.davidfirman.com
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Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Artistic Director and Principal Conductor: Charles Dutoit

Formed in 1946 by Sir Thomas Beecham, the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra (RPO)
has enjoyed more than sixty-five years of success worldwide, giving first-class
performances of a wide range of musical repertoire with artists of the highest calibre.
Under the inspired leadership of Artistic Director and Principal Conductor Charles
Dutoit, the Orchestra continues to flourish, maintaining and building on a demanding
schedule of performances, tours, community and education work, and recordings.

Throughout its history, the Orchestra has been directed by many distinguished
conductors, including Rudolf Kempe, Antal Doráti, André Previn, Vladimir Ashkenazy
and Daniele Gatti. Today the Orchestra enjoys the support of high-ranking
conductors such as Pinchas Zukerman, Grzegorz Nowak and Daniele Gatti.

Central to the RPO’s thriving concert schedule is its prestigious annual series at
Southbank Centre’s Royal Festival Hall. At Cadogan Hall, the Orchestra’s London
home, the idyllic location and intimate surroundings provide the perfect concert

atmosphere. Completing the Orchestra’s London programme of concerts, the iconic
Royal Albert Hall provides the ideal setting for a varied series of monumental
performances, ranging from large-scale choral and orchestral works to themed
evenings at which the Orchestra performs well-known repertoire.

The Orchestra offers a comprehensive regional touring programme, with established
residencies in Croydon, Northampton, Lowestoft, Reading, Crawley, Ipswich, High
Wycombe, Aylesbury and Dartford. Internationally the RPO is in high demand,
undertaking several major tours each season; recently performing in the USA, Canada,
Russia, Azerbaijan, Spain, Italy, Germany, Japan and China. As an international
orchestra, the RPO has toured more than thirty countries in the last five years.

The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra’s vibrant community and education programme,
RPO resound, is one of the most diverse and celebrated programmes in the UK.
Since its inception in 1993, specially trained musicians from the Orchestra have
worked alongside accomplished project leaders to deliver thousands of pioneering
sessions, enabling access to and engagement with world-class music-making in the
wider community. Using music as a powerful and inspirational tool, RPO resound is
unique in the breadth and range of participant groups with which it works – from
homeless shelters to hospices, youth clubs to prisons, and early years to higher
education.

Frequently found in the recording studio, the RPO has enjoyed a long partnership
with the major commercial record labels, recording with the most well-known artists
of our day and featuring on many film and television soundtracks. The Orchestra also
owns its own record label with an extensive catalogue.

To find out more about the RPO’s live film music performances and other concerts
and recordings, please visit www.rpo.co.uk
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